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Little Mouse had just settled down for a nice long 
nap in her warm, snug little burrow under the   
big fir tree when she felt something tickling her 
whiskers. Something long and skinny and   
very tickly—a piece of red yarn!



She was much too curious to sleep, 
so she scrambled up out of her 
burrow and followed the mysterious 
red yarn across the snow until it 
disappeared over the hills.

Did she stop there? No!  
She was much too curious.  
She kept on going, right over the hills ...



and down the other side, into an open snow field, 
where she followed the mysterious red yarn past

1 orange carrot



2 brown twigs



3 white snowballs



4 black pebbles



5 purple buttons



Little Mouse was starting to get 
very tired, so she stopped
to catch her breath. Why, she 
wondered, would anyone need …

1 orange carrot

2 brown twigs

3 white snowballs

4 black pebbles 

and 5 purple buttons?



Can you guess






